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The writers in this anthology aim to offer honest and heartfelt perspectives on the strength and significance of mother-daughter ties. They explore the
Mother oh mother dear, do you ever read such a nice poem like I have one now. Talking about our time, sad in bitterness, joy in blissfulness. Mother oh mother dear, Adeline write one, and it is sweet one to portray everybody's life to live in her poetry. Unwritten Soul

(Report) Reply. Marilyn Lott (6/2/2012 3:01:00 PM). That's so beautiful, Adeline. Some things we ask our mothers and some they volunteer but so many others we long to know about, don't we? You did a wonderful job and I enjoyed it so much. (Report) Reply. Smoky Hoss (5/31/2012 6:51:00 PM). What a wonderful poem! What